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ABSTRACT
The Communications Link Analysis and Stmulat_on System (CLASS) is a comprehensive,
computerized communications and tracking system analysis tool under development by
the Networks Directorate of the NASA/GSFC. The primary use of this system is to
provide the capability to predict the performance of the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System (TDRSS) User Communications and Tracking links through the TDRSS.
This paper describes, in brief form. the general capabilities and operational
philosophy of the current and final versions of the CLASS along with some examples of
analyses which have been performed utilizing the capabilities of this system.
1. INTRODUCTIO_
The CLASS is a computerized analysis system for evaluating the performance of
communications and tracking links with respect to all performance parameters. The
system has been developed specifically to permit the performance evaluations of the
forward (command) and return (telemetry) link communications through the TDRSS. The
system modeling is, however, designed to permit other systems to be analyzed as will
be done when the CLASS is used as a design tool to support future NASA Networks
development programs such as TDAS. The initial versions of the system are currently
in operational use providing performance analysis of the TDRSS User/TDRSS interface
to insure compatibility between the TDRSS Users communications system and TDRSS
requirements. The system is also currently in use providing TDRSS user design
analysis in an effort to help these users optimize their communications link
performance when transmitting through the TDRSS.
The CLASS models all elements of the ¢ommunicatlons link from the point at which the
data is generated to the point at which the data is utilized. A diagram of the
modeled TDRSS and TDRSS User systems is_ shown in Figure I. The communications
channel environment models and data bases are also shown in this Figure. A diagram
of the TDRSS system as modeled is shown in Figure 2. The performance of the system
modeled can be evaluated by analytical or simulation techniques or by a combination
of the techniques as appropriate. A pictorial representation of the capabilities of
the CLASS system is shown in Figure 3.
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The CLASS system has been under development since 1976 and is scheduled for
completion in mid 1985. The final System, which is coded in Fortran, is expected to
exceed 500,0_0 lines of code. The initial versions o£ the system are operational on
a dedicated Perkin Elmer 32_. computer end accessed b-y remote terminals. This
computer facility is also utilized in the development of the system. The system is
being developed through the efforts o£ contractors (primarily the LtnCom Corporation
and Stanford Telecommunications Incorporated) and lnhouse NASA/GSFC elements. The
development and operation of the system is controll6d by NASA/GSFC.
A brief description of the modeling techniques used within the CLASS and the
techniques that have, and will, be used to validate the CLASS is contained in the
papers by Walter R. Braun and Teres• McKenzie o£ the LlnCom Corpor•tlon which are
contained in these proceedings. The first paper is titled "Modeling Techniques Used
in the Communications Link Analysis and Simulation System (CLASS)" and the second is
titled "Validation of the Communications Link J_Analysis and Simulation System
(CLASS)".
2. SYSTEM PHILOSOPHY
The CLASS system is designed to permit reliable and accurate operation by a diverse
group of CLASS system users. This operation is attained through the use of authority
levels where, at the lowest level (General User Level), it is configured to provide a
basic end-to-end system bit error rate analysis cap•billty where only TDRSS User
communications system parameters can be varied. The inputs and outputs at this level
are heavily protected to insure accurate properly documented analysis. All
communications with the system st this level are conversational end self prompting
since the user is not required or expected to have • detailed knowledge of the CLASS
or of the TDBSS.
The next higher level is the Network Systems Engineer Level and is designed for use
by personnel with • good knowledge o£ the TDRSS end TDRSS User systems but wlth
little or no knowledge o£ the CLASS. This level provides the capability to analyze
all communications llnk parameters on an end-to-end basis. Here again, only TDRSS
User parameters can be modified for the analysis.
The highest level provides the capability to analyse the system on an end-to-end,
system by system or subsystem basis. At this level any communications system
parameter, TDRSS User, TDRSS or environment, can be varied or modified for the
analysis. The user at this level is required to have a detailed knowledge of the
CLASS. the TDRSS and the TDRSS Use_ systems.
At all levels, the CLASS system is configured to provide conversational, self
prompting inputs and outputs in an effort to simplify the operation of a very complex
analysis system and to insure that the results derived at each level are correct and
reliable. The system itself is currently being validated and will be fully validated
when complete to insure the accuracy of the analysis techniques and models. The
system is operated under a central control system which links the appropriate
analysis/slmulatlon modules to provide the required analysis. At the General User
and Network Systems Engineer levels, the control system selects all analysis and
system modules (except for user system data) and fully controls all execution. At
the highest level, the CLASS user can override the control system as desired to
perform other non-standard types of analysis.
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The currently operational analysts capabilities of the CLASS system (the initial
system is called Interim CLASS) are shorn in Figure q by authority level for the
General User and NS[ levels. These lists represent a subset of the capabilities that
will be available vhen the system Is oompleted_
_. CLASS ANALYSIS CAPABILITIES
The TDRSS, vhich viii be the primary spaceflight communications and tracking support
element of the NASA Networks, is a threshold communications system vhere normal
operating margins are expected, and in some oases encouraged, to be small. This
results in a communications or tracking link where maximum efficiency must be used,
where signal distortions must be minimized, where all channel environment parameters
must be considered, and where accurate, thorough and rapid analysis of all
appropriate performance parameters must be conducted. The classical communications
system analysis techniques in use cannot provide the analysis capabilities and
accuracies required, they cannot consider slmul_aneously all of the significant
parameters and cannot consider the non-gausslan communications channel environment of
the TDRSS. These classic techniques a_so can not provide the rapid analysis
capability needed by the Netvorks to ensure performance and compatibility of the
TDRSS User/TDRSS Inter_ace in a dynamic analysis environment.
The solution to this problem is the development o_ the CLASS system vhich can provide
all necessary analyses in the required time _rame and to the required accuracy. The
CLASS also permits many of the analyses to be performed by personnel who are not
experts in the area of communications system analysis thereby reducing the demand on
this limited resource. This user can for example, by Inputtln& a description or the
TDRSS user data system, transmitter and antenna systems, perform an analysis to
determine the bit error rate of the data at the output o_ the TDRSS this analysis can
consider simultaneously the users specific llnk parameters, all signal distortion
parameters, antenna characterlstlos, user vehicle dynamics, the impact of _FX,
multlpath, atmospherics and TDRS$ hardware and software eharaoterlstics. This
analysis can be performed _or all TD_S3 compatible signal oon_iguratlona, both
forvard (command) and return (telemetry), as well aa certain classes of ai&nal
structures which are not totally oompatlble _ith TDR$$ interface requirements.
The primary performance parameters _hlnh can be analyzed by the CLASS are data/symbol
bit error rate, data/symbol slippage statlstlos, cycle allppaEe statlatios,
slgnal/data acquisition statistics, loss of look probabilities, trsoklng data
accuracies, false look statistics, system Inter_erenoe, and autotraok system
performance. These parameters can be analyzed o_ an end-to-end system basis or on a
system-by-system basis. They can be per£ormed as a single point analysis _or a
single value of each variable, on a sensitivity basis _here the performance parameter
is computed against the variation o_ one o_ more variables or the evaluation can be
on a time line basis vhere the performance parameters are evaluated against a mission
time llne. Any or all elements of the communications channel can be included in the
performance analysis. In general the current operating CLASS system evaluates these
performance parameters on an individual basis whereas the final system will provide
for the simultaneous evaluation of all applloable performance parameters. These
parameters can he used to evaluate the performance capabilities o_ the TDESS User
link or to evaluate the performance of the TDESS system or any component of the
system.
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TheCLASSalso provides a group of ancillary, or secondary, capabilities which
complement or supplement those previously described. These provide the capability to
plot or compute statistics relative to TDRSS communications coverage of user
spacecraft, prediction of forward and return link flux density restrictions as they
affect support capabilities' for the user, subprograms to provide formatted data for
Interface Control Documents, and other TDRSS/user interface efforts, as well as the
ability to evaluate total signal compatibility when any end-to-end evaluation is
performed. Also, since the CLASS inherently contains a current description of the
interface capabilities of the TDRSS system, this information is provided to the
system user, at his request, on s subject by subject basis.
_. CURRENTLY OPERTIONAL ANALYSIS TYPES
The current CLASS system (the Interim CLASS)t is capable of performing a variety of
analyses based upon the capabilities discussed in Section 3. Some of the more
frequently used types are discussed below to provide examples of the CLASS
capabilities.
Evaluation of the effect of signal distortions on bit error rate: This evaluation is
performed to determine the User Constraint Loss parameter for use in link performance
predictions as shown in Figure 5. It can also be utilized to evaluate the
sensitivity of the TDRSS in response to variations in one or more link or channel
parameters as shown in Figure 6.
Evaluation of TDRSS User bit error rate performance margins: This type of analysis
is utilized to evaluate the BER performance of s given set of user parameters on a
single point or time llne basis The _esult is usually expressed as a user EIRP
margin relative to achieving a 1 in i0 _ BER. The primary purpose of the CLASS is to
provide the User Constraint Loss, RFI Loss, Dynamics Loss, Atmospheric Loss,.Antenna
Switching Loss, and Multlpath Loss data as shown in the example in Figure 7. When
operated in this mode, the system also provides a full compatibility evaluation and s
link diagram showing all models included in the analysis along with the values of the
TDRSS variables involved. An example of this link diagram is shown in Figure 8.
Link acquisition time analysis: This analysis determines the acquisition time
statistics for the user llnk including all elements (total link) or for Just one
element (e.g., PN acquisition). A total llnk acquisition time analysis is shown in
Figure 9 for a forward link.
The effect of antenna switching of system performance: This type of analysis is
conducted to evaluate the effect of antenna switching on user communications channel
BER performance, loss of lock statistics and acquisition times. An example is shown
in Figure 10. This capability provides both a performance evaluation and an aid in
user design activities.
Self interference analysis: A system capability which is executed to monitor the
interference caused by the other users of the TDRSS system when support is being
provided to s specific user. The results of this continuing analysis are utilized in
NASA network planning and user mission design and planning. An example of this type
of analysis is show_ in Figure 11.
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TDRSS user time line performance: A capability to provide a mission time line
analysis of any performance parameter while considering all channel and TDRSS
elements. An example of a Centaur return llnk BER performance margin analysis for a
planetary insertion trajectory tlme line is shown In Figure 12. This example
analysis includes the effect of Centaur dynamics, antenna switching, plume
attenuation and signal characterlstics.
TDRSS system performance evaluations: These analyses are conducte_ to evaluate the
performance of the TDRSS system, in total or on a subsystem-by-subsystem basis,
relative _o specification requirements or to characterize the system performance for
the purpose of providing the TDRSS users with current accurate performance
predictions. Examples of these analyses are shown in Figure 13 and I_.
5. SYSTEM AVAILABILITY AND USE
Access to the CLASS analysis Is currently available through the Network Systems
Engineers who are a part of the Networks Mission Support Team. The Network System
[nglneer will either perform the analysis or refer the request to a CLASS analys_.
CLASS system analyses are automatically performed by the NSE as a part of the ICD
development efforts. The use of the CLASS for mission design or mission optimlza_ion
_ype efforts will normally be executed through the CLASS development contractors.
More information on this subject can be provided by contacting the CLASS Development
Manager.
For certain TDRSS users, direct access to the CLASS system will be available at the
General User authority level. The capabilities available at this level are designed
to permit TDRSS user communications system sizing and planning types of analysis.
Access at this level may be limited due to computer loading considerations.
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INTERIM CLASS CAPABILITIES
BY AUTHORITY LEVEL
General User Level
1. TDRSS Capabilities Description - Return Link
2. TDRSS Capabilities Description - Forward Link
3. User/TDRSS Link Signal Margin Calculation - Forward Link
and Return Link
(Reduced)
Network Support Engineer Level
I. TDRSS Capabilities Description - Return Link
2. TDRSS Capabilities Description - Forward Link
3. User/TDRSS Link Signal Margin Calculation - Forward and
Return Link
(Full)
4. User/TDRSS Link BER Evaluation - Forward and Return Link
5. User/TDRSS Link Signal Performance Time Line - Forward and
6. User Constraint Analysis - Sensitivity
7. Total Link Acquisition Time
8. TDRSS Coverage
9. TDRSS/User Coverage Statistics
10. User Data Base
11. Forward Link Flux Density Analysis
12. Return Link Flux Density Analysis
Return Link
EIRP Margin
or BER
FIGURE _ -
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